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Today, OS-Climate announced that Goldman Sachs has joined its cross-industry coalition seeking to shift global investment toward zero-carbon emissions through the development of comprehensive data sets and evaluation tools that are available to all. We expect Goldman Sachs to provide critical expertise in climate risk, product development, and financial reporting that will result in better tools to help all companies, asset managers, and investors more consistently and effectively evaluate progress against decarbonization goals.

?The world needs comprehensive data to meaningfully address climate change, and this diverse coalition is attacking a key shortcoming of so many efforts to make progress.,? said Goldman Sachs Group CEO David Solomon.

- Goldman Sachs joins Linux Foundation Push for Open Source Climate Data [2] [Ed: Becoming friends with criminals and the task is greenwashing them; see also Microsoft [3]]

- Exam Developer: Linux Foundation Certified IT Associate [4]

- Linux Foundation Launches Industry Collaboration with Magma to Accelerate Deployment of Wireless Networks [5]

Today, the Linux Foundation announced that it will launch an open source industry collaboration focused on enabling a converged cellular core network stack, starting with the Magma open source software platform. Previously open sourced by Facebook in 2019, Magma will now be managed under a neutral governance framework at the Linux Foundation.
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